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NAME
Amber Wilson

AREA
Library

Deanne Barrett

Library

Luke Webster

EESJ

Allannah Davin

Student
Services

RECOGNITION
Her outstanding work in collating and compiling the
Library’s statistical information for internal and external
reporting.
Her significant work over a 12 month period to secure
Julia Gillard as the Patron of the John Curtin Prime
Ministerial Library and make the 2015 JCPML Anniversary
Lecture one of the best ever.
His fantastic work in negotiating with Marketing to
develop and implement EESJ’s brilliant Humans of Curtin
campaign. The Humans of Curtin tumblr tells fantastic
stories from with Curtin Community and links inextricably
with the transmedia project. The posters that were
developed for equity awareness-raising campaign are
fantastic.
Her extremely hard work and efforts in helping put
together the new formatted awards ceremony and make
it so successful. his was something very new to our office
and at times proved to be very difficult with pulling
together and obtaining information from other areas. She
managed the workload and ensured that all the tasks were
accounted for and allocated and took responsibility for the
majority of the workload. This was a very stressful time
but she undertook it without complaint and did an
exceptional job.
Together they effectively managed the promotion,
selection, on-boarding and training of 25 new Library
Student Assistants (LSA) in time for the start of semester 1
2016.
This is the team that work on ‘espace’, the institutional
repository of Curtin’s research outputs, including the PhD
theses. The team work under the direction of Janice Chan.
The team has worked together to resolve a significantly
increased volume of publication records arising from the
implementation of Symplectic Elements. Their approach to
develop potential solutions always put the client first.
They have been very proactive and constructive when
dealing with this challenge.

Heather McLenaghan
Drew Fordham
Jude Bridge
Adele MacDonald
James Robinson
Rayfel Murray
Sasha Hilton
Karen Shackleton
Debbie Williamson

Library
Library
Library
Library
Library
Library
Careers
Library
Library

Anita Hart
Elle Walker
Adam Livingstone
Linda Adnyana
Marion Kickett
Jon Bullen
Simon Forrest

Library
EESJ
EESJ
DVCA
CAS
CAS
DVCA

Contribution to the Indigenous Outcomes report to
Council. In Elle and Adam, EESJ has two staff who know
how to quickly and effectively present data and
information with a professional finish. Linda brought a
calming presence at a critical time (which I really wish to
acknowledge), and applied her knowledge of how to pull
together a presentation best suited to our DVCs needs.

EESJ

The calm, consistent approach she takes to administering
the HEPP budget and her enterprise in improving the
allocation/reporting process so EESJ will receive regular
updates on progress against HEPP funded projects.

Silvia Lozeva
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Vicki Ward

EESJ

Amanda Willis

EESJ

George Haydn

Gail Hardy
Heather Lonsdale
Andrew Brennan
David Garratt-Reed
Simon Forrest
Sam Winter
Andrea Loftus
Paul Griffin

Her tireless efforts and tremendous skills in dealing with
people to bring together a firm foundation for the SAGE
(Gender Equality in STEMM) project, including guiding the
establishment of the governance framework, the selfassessment teams, coordinating workshops involving
external presenters, and keeping on top of the project
requirements as determined in conjunction with the
Project Lead, Jo Ward.
Amanda has lead a number of collaboration initiatives
with partner areas which have made real our commitment
to partnering with key areas. She also walks the talk at all
times in terms of the Values and Signature Behaviours,
and inspires those in her team and beyond to do the
same. Amanda empowers her management team to make
good decisions by keeping us well informed and she works
to ensure that as well as focusing on deliverables and
output, we take time to celebrate success in EESJ.
George is a great leader and inspiration to our students.
He goes above and beyond his role as a lecturer and is
always willing to help out with school visits, community
engagement while promoting the university and the
centre.

EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING AWARD WINNERS
HUM
Undergraduate Award HUM
S&E
Undergraduate Award S&E
CBS
Undergraduate Award CBS
Health
Undergraduate Award HEALTH
CAS
Undergraduate Award CAS
Postgraduate Coursework/Lecturer/Tutor
Postgraduate Research Supervisor
Posthumous Award for Teaching Excellence

